Abstract: -Several password techniques for multilevel authentication mechanism in the development of secondary password are presented. These include user-selected passwords, system-generated passwords, passphrases, cognitive passwords, and associative passwords. A comparative evaluation on the users memorability and users subjective preferences for those various password mechanisms was conducted. The Return on Investment (ROI) of the access control was calculated based on the result of the users memorability and risk analysis. From the comparative evaluation and the study on the ROI of the access control, it can be concluded that cognitive passwords and associative passwords appear to be the most appropriate techniques for secondary passwords.
Introduction
The feasibility study for access control to determine the alternative multilevel passwords have to be determined from the side of cost effective before the implementation of the access control. Economical justification for control access is the most difficult stage before the implementation since the economical value of control access are classified as the intangible value.
Generally, there are two areas that have become focus of the project feasibility study from the economical perfective ( 
Computer Security Economics Based on Risk Analysis
Computer Security Economics Based on Risk Analysis consists of Risk Analysis and Cost Analysis. At this section, we will discuss in depth about those parts.
The Multilevel Authentication
To implement the multilevel authentication we will adopt 7 (seven) principles from (Furnell & Katsikas, 2008; .
In this paper we will examine for 5 (five) type of passwords:
1. User-Generated Password User-generated password is the most traditional password. Access control with user-generated password is the most general that implement in Operating System. The user will get the user-id and create password that only known by the user him/her self. Ideally the password has to be long enough that consists of characters and easy to remember by the user (Myers, 2009 ). This method introduces in the first time by L.S. Hoffman in IBM Data Security Centre in 1979 [Fisher, 2006] .
2. System-Generated Password. In system generated password, access control was generated by the operating system and grant it to the used. Basically, this method use pseudo-random number that generated the random number. In (Payne & Edwards, 2008), Payne & Edwads discuss in detail about system generated password.
Pasphrarase
Pasphrarase is the other form of user-generated password. Pasphrarase is the list of the words that has meaning. Example: to_be_or_not_to_be . This method was introduced in the first time in 1982 and discuss in depth in (Harrisa & Lib, 2010) . This access control was designed to overcome the user problem due to difficulties to memorize the password. (Zviran & Erlich, 2006) . In this access control with associativepassword, the user will ask to construct the list of Statement and response for certain theme.
Cost Based Analysis
On Cost Base Analysis, the major consideration is the effective use of the cost that allocated to the project. The Cost Base Analysis reflected with the interest rate that given from the sponsor that reflected with the rate of return with the certain investment (Birchler & Bütler, 2007) . The rate that we use is known as T-Bill Rate or hurdle. The TBill rate is known as the minimum rate that have to be exceed if we want the project financially sound. If the expected rate of return below than the hurdle rate then the project is not feasible in terms of the cost. Where : p = the possibility of password failure q = 1-p; n = number of respondents; and x = Number of password failure from n tests
3
Financial consideration for alternative Access Control 
Assumptions
We will analyze the alternative access control from some assumptions. All of the assumptions will be used in US$ as the currency and US tax federal as the regulations [Downes & Goodman, 2010).
Corporate tax Rate
United Stated companies will get tax 34% or more if their revenue more than US$ 335,000/year.
Cost of Capital
Cost of Capital will be influenced by the capital market globally from organization itself. Cost of capital will be adhere with US Government Bonds with maturity 5 years with the amount of 5.59%.
Cost of Control Access Project
Cost of this project will be determined as US$ 200 for each user. The amount of the cost will be constant for ROI project calculation.
4. The number of control access use/year. Assumed that the use of control access is five times/day. This reference number was taken from the average of all users that use the control access /day. In one year, the effective day work is 212 days, so there are 1060 times the users will use the control access in one year.
Time to Verify Password
Time to verify to control access used these standards: 
Cost of Information
Cost of information is the value of accessibility of information to the user (in US$). Cost of information predicts in the range of US$ 10,000 to US $ 1,000,000,-with median range from US$ 100,000 to US$ 1,000,000,-with median US$ 100,000,-. The cost of information become the variable of ROI.
Cost for System Failure
We will divide the cost for system failure become system reconstruction and cost of information. The reconstruction cost defined as the cost for the recovery time (in hours) times with the salary of the employee/hour. The cost for loosing of information is the value of the information itself. The cost for the failure of information is the cost for the lost or the leak of information and the cost to fix the system
Probability of System Failure
The threat that cause the failure of access control from the user side due the relationship of the system to the outer world. The probability of the system failure will use the standard how easy to recall the password in % (Gaol and Johnson. 2000). 
Return on Investment (ROI) Calculation
1. Discount Rate will use the assumption on Number 2. 2. Corporate Tax rate (%) will use the assumption on Number (1) 3. Number of Verification/ Year will use the assumption on Number (4) 4. Amount of Time/Verification (second) will use the assumption on Number (5). 5. Hourly Salary( US $) will use the assumption on number (6) 6. Effective Working Time/Day (hour) will use the assumption on number (6) 7. Number of Users is the total of user that will be tested. 8. Cost of Control Access/User (US$) will use the assumption on number (3) 9. Annual Maintenance /user (US $) will use the assumption on number (7).
Value of Information (US $) will use the assumption on number (8). 11. (Cost of One Malfunction System (US $)) =
Value of Information + (Hourly Salary * Effective working/day). This formula will use the assumption on number (9). 12. Probability of Malfunction System will assume from the Table 3 .
Probability of at Least One Password Being
Failed used with binomial distribution equation: We can conclude that using the cognitive password will have the value of information higher than other alternative password.
4. Base on the calculation, we can conclude that the effectiveness of a control depends on the information value that resides on the system itself. This was proven by the calculation result for each alternative passwords base on the appendices on Chart 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. Each of the alternative password produce NPV with positive value that shown that the project is feasible if the value of information equal with 0.
5. Each addition for one user will reduce the value of information. This is happen due to the disparity of the failure of the password in Binomoal distribution become smaller such as deduction of the saving value will imply to the value of information become smaller than before.
6. In the certain case, the addition of the users will be in the equilibrium state where the value of information will not change. This point known as breakeven point for each of alternative password. The details as follow: The possibility of the system failure will increase if the number of users increase. If the probabilities of the system failure increase that will add the cost saving and reduce the breakeven point. This situation will cause cognitive password has the highest breakeven point, i.e. 1275 with the smallest value of information, i.e. 251 For the further result, look at on Chart 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 .
7. The value of information that reside have relationship with the probability of system failure such that the feasibility to the cost that occur have to count user as one of the variables.
Conclusion
In this paper we already discussed: Use-Generated Password System-Generate password Passphares Password Cognitive Password. Associative password.
Base on the testing for user and ease-of-recall we can have this result: SELF-GENERATED PASSWORD There is no relationship for the choice of Self-Generated Password and recall of success.
There is relationship between format of Self-Generated Password and recall of success. In this case, 94% respondent able to recall the password correctly using alphabet format. Number of characters on the password do not influence to the recall of success.
SYSTEM-GENERATED PASSWORD
In System-Generated Password, the ability to recall the password will be determined by the type of password, in this case pronounceable. The difficulties to remember the password push the user to wrote down the password in piece of paper.
COGNITIVE PASSWORD
We find some differences between recall of success between fact-based and opinionbased. The probability of password recall for factbased is higher than opinion based.
ASSOCIATIVE PASSWORD
More than 90% of users give corrects answer from all of the users. The theme of the password is crucial.
PASSPHRASE
Level of recall of success passphrase is around 25%. This is reflecting that only small number of users that able to retrieve password correctly. There are only 10% of users that able to memorize the passphrase password.. Table 8 , we can conclude that there is no relationship between ease of recall and user preferred password. Using recall success score as risk indicator, we have compute ROI and the result as follow.
Base on Spearman Test on
Cognitive password produces the highest value of information for one user. For each additional user, it will decrease the value of information. This will give impact that the distribution of password failure will be smaller Cognitive password wil produce the highest point for breakeven that is 1275 users with the smallest value of information that is US $ 251. 
Further Study
We can expand the method in assessing of control access into another security fields such as feasibility study for firewall and feasibility study for ecommerce authentication. 
Number of Users 1

Cost of Control Access/Users (US $) $ 200
Annual Maintenance/Users (US $) $ 258.4 
Value of Information (US $) $ 0
Cost of One Malfunction System (US $) $ 170
Probability
